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BREAKING THE SILENCE

THAI TRANSSExUAl’S ExPERIENCES 
wITH DISCRIMINATION IN EMPlOyMENT:

MIGRATION AND COMMERCIAl SEx  
IN THAIlAND AND THE NETHERlANDS

witchayanee Ocha

This paper investigates the working and life histories of  Thai transsexual (male to female) 
sex workers in Thailand’s sex tourist spots of  Pattaya and Patpong. It also includes a 
narration of  the situation of  globetrotting Thai transsexual (male to female) sex workers 
who have been working in the famous Amsterdam’s Red Light District. The paper is 
based on the concept of  “the ritual of  passage” (Rites de Passage by Arnold van Gennep, 
1977) in describing the marginalized identities situation through the multi-sited fieldwork 
method in Thailand and The Netherlands. It shall discuss the notion of  liminality 
becoming the pushing factor for the Thai transsexuals to migrate to Europe. 

The author focuses on two aspects of  the sexual minorities’ experiences: (1) the 
discrimination based on their sexual orientation and gender identity in job recruitment 
process in homeland (Thailand), and (2) the diaspora and international connections 
resulting in migration to Europe (The Netherlands). The data is mainly qualitative in 
nature. In-depth interviews were performed with 50 Thai transsexual sex workers by 
tracking their lives/biographies as methodological and representational strategy (Marcus, 
1995). The paper reveals that emerging marginalized sexual minorities still have limited 
employment prospects and find themselves channeled into the industries of  entertainment 
and sex work. The paper contends that the sexual minorities’ liminality keeps them away 
from engaging in the mainstream jobs, which arguably may fit their ability and knowledge. 
Finally, the paper concludes with the assertion that sexual minorities have been deprived 
of  specific types of  rights, especially the rights to work and to self-determination. These 
transsexuals have indeed attempted to shrug off  their liminality through these rites of  
passage, just to find that they have to suffer even more as they attempts to attain salvation. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Discrimination in the Homeland

Thailand has a rich indigenous history of  complex patterns of  sexuality (phet-phawa) and 
gender (phet-withi), with an intermediate category, the kathoey, historically being available 
to both males and females and existing alongside normative masculine and feminine 
identities (Jackson and Sullivan, 2000, pp. 3). As some Thai scholarly works seek to 
explain the existence of  kathoey, this paper accepts their existence as a phenomenon and 
then seeks to explain the cause of  their existence.

Thailand is reputed to be a tolerant society in terms of  personal behavior, including 
homosexuality, as long as one does not ‘flaunt’ such behavior. There is very little open 
and frank space for discussion about the realities of  sex, especially homosexuality and 
other gender variants [transgender 1 , transvestite 2 , transsexual 3, inter-sex people 4] in 
Thailand, as public revelations of  what are perceived to be private and personal affairs 
are not considered proper” (Jackson, 1995 cited in Sinnot, 1999, p. 99). To date, there 
have been very few academic studies on the context of  sexual minorities in the country. 
Therefore, this paper aims to investigate on the working life of  Thai transsexuals (male 
to female) in the sex industry centers such Pattaya, Patpong, and other places abroad 
specifically in the Red Light District of  Amsterdam in The Netherlands). It employed in-
depth interviews to track their lives/biographies as methodological and representational 
strategy (Marcus, 1995).

The paper is based on the concept of  “the ritual of  passage” (Rites de Passage) as a 
general theory of  socialization. This concept was first formally enunciated by Arnold van 
Gennep (1999). Anthropology defines “the Rites of  Passage”, (Turner, 1964, 2000 [1969] 
upon Van Gennep’s (1999) [1909]) as a denotation of  rituals marking the transitional 
phase between childhood and full inclusion into a tribe or social group (Garces-Foley, 
2006). Modern conceptions of  liminality appeared in van Gennep’s Les Rites de Passage 
(1909) and later developed by Victor Turner. Rites of  passage happen in three basic 
stages: separation, limen, and reincorporation. In the first stage, separation consists 
of  symbolic behavior signifying the detachment of  the individual or the group from 
either an earlier fixed point in the social structure or from an established set of  cultural 
conditions (Turner 1974). During the liminal period, the state of  the ritual subject (the 
liminar) becomes ambiguous, neither here nor there, betwixt and between all fixed points 
of  classification. In the third phase, the passage is consummated and the ritual subject re-
enters the social structure, always at a higher status level. In this stage, ritual degradation, 
as well as elevation, occurs (Turner 1974).

In this paper, the concept is applied to describe the context of  marginalized identities. This 
was verified through a multi-sited fieldwork method in Thailand and The Netherlands 
in which the notion of  liminality becomes the pushing factor for the Thai transsexuals 
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to migrate to Europe. Vogel pointed out that “some authors, though, go beyond a 
metaphorical use of  liminality and rites of  passage when aiming at an interpretation of  
contemporary phenomena” (Vogel, 2009, p. 368).

Correspondence to Vogel’s study, the main interpretative axis in this the paper is “the 
ritual of  passage, inherent both in transformistas’ (Venezuelan version of  Thai kathoeys) 
migration from Venezuela/Thailand to Europe and their bodily transformation from 
male to female” (Vogel, 2009, pp. 368). 

Kempadoo stated that “Migration is the road many take to seek other opportunities and 
to break away from oppressive local conditions caused by globalization” (Kempadoo, 
1998, pp. 17). The paper highlights the fact that discrimination against transsexuals during 
job recruitment processes in their homeland has pushed them into a frantic search of  
greener pastures abroad. Furthermore, all respondents were reported to have sent their 
earning from their sexual services in The Netherlands to their homes in Thailand.  

From the Thai cultural perspective, this implies their “purchase” of  respect or their way 
to elevate their personal status in their family, community and even in the Thai society. 
Finally, the paper shows that migratory Thai transsexual sex workers usually experience 
poor working conditions without the protection of  the labor laws. This means that their 
lives do not lead to what they imagine as a context of  “greener pasture”.

1.2 Migration to Europe

The figures from Siriporn (1986), although outdated, provides some estimates. The 
assumption here is that these relative proportions would still hold true until today, 
although the numbers may have increased in an era of  rapid globalization. Siriporn states 
that the number of  commercial Thai sex workers flowing in and out of  the Kingdom 
of  Thailand is difficult to establish, but she estimates that in 1986 there were several 
thousands of  Thai sex workers working abroad. “Although the number of  Thai sex 
workers working outside the country is undoubtedly lower than the number working 
within the country, it is also true that an increasing number of  Thai sex workers are 
seeking opportunities outside the country. In part, this must be viewed as a consequence 
of  internationalization of  the Thai economy” (Siriporn,  1986, p. 23). Siriporn notes that 
Thai sex workers are highly valued abroad because they are willing to work for lower fees 
and are less emancipated (i.e. more submissive) than sex workers of  other nationalities. 
“The reasons that transsexuals get involved in the sex industry are usually failures to find 
jobs in government or the private sector, not because they do not have the qualifications 
but because of  their choices of  who they want to be” (Slamah, 1998, p. 212). 

Globalization does not only make the sex industry visible in Thailand but it also creates 
a new way of  interacting with its clientele (tourists/foreigners). Sexual exploitation 
comes under many guises such as the mail order bride industry, in which agencies in 
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the western world offer chances for migratory Thai transsexual sex workers to fulfill the 
sexual demands in more developed countries. Globalization through tourism has had a 
profound effect on Thailand including the issues of  race, gender, class and sexuality and 
how these issues intersect with the global economic inequalities to shape the informal 
sex tourism industries in developing countries. This is indeed seen as a growing problem.

Presently the sex entertainment industry attracts these emerging identities to get involved 
in an industry where they can express their sexualities, to become what they want to be, 
and to find others who share similar experiences, identities or sexualities. Based on the 
multi-sited fieldwork research, evidences show that the globalization of  the sex industry 
is opening new possibilities for “employment opportunities” to sexual minorities. This 
paper suggests that  marginalized identities have been pushed towards the direction of  
the entertainment and sex industries although they should have the right and freedom 
to access employment in mainstream industries which fit their interests, capabilities and 
skills. 

2. Gender and Qualitative Methods

In 2006-2009, the author interviewed 25 male-to-female transsexual (full transformation) 
sex workers in the famous sex tourism spots in Bangkok and Pattaya, Thailand. 
Furthermore, the author also explored the situation of  migrant Thai transsexual sex 
workers in the Amsterdam’s Red Light District during her student exchange program in 
Europe in 2005 which was funded by the European Union (EU). The Netherlands was 
chosen for its policies on sex work, which has been legalized together with the usage of  
some lighter forms of  drugs such as marijuana. In this light, the author interviewed 25 
Thai male-to-female transsexual sex workers who were working in the Butterfly Club in 
De Wallen, Amsterdam’s Red Light District. It has been said that Amsterdam is the sex 
capital of  Europe. The Crime Prevention Agency (2006) indicated that approximately 
40,000 visitors per day visited the Amsterdam’s Red Light District. “It is well known that 
Thai sex prostitutes have found ways to penetrate many European capital cities. Kathoey 
prostitutes, although, again, by comparison, their members are small. Amsterdam is a 
favorite destination for them and they have an established presence there” (Totman 2003, 
p. 108). 

The primary method of  gathering data is through in-depth interviews. Respondents 
are strongly encouraged to provide their expert or semi-expert opinions regarding their 
gender/sexual identities. Most respondents have had more than a year of  experience in 
the sex tourism industry. Before engaging in any research activity, the author first asked 
their permission and carefully recorded and analyzed the respondents’ replies. Later, the 
author showed the analysis conclusions back to the respondents for verification. The 
names mentioned in this paper have been slightly changed to protect the identities of  the 
respondents. 
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3. Findings

Despite fully realizing the life of  a post-operative woman, legal documents still classify 
them as male. These documents include passports and national identification cards. This 
raises many problems for the transsexual on a number of  fronts. Employment is often 
refused when official documentation reveals their male biological identity. Moreover, 
traveling can be difficult when officials have to question the feminine personality carrying 
a male passport. This will often leads to refusal of  entry to other countries, limiting travel 
opportunities for kathoey. Relationships are also affected as same sex marriage is not 
legalized in Thailand. Kathoeys always engage in long term relationships with men.

These symptoms reiterate the liminality these kathoeys suffer not only in their homeland 
but also in the far-away places where they can possibly enjoy what Aizura (2006) calls 
“the imagined community of  (trans)sexual citizenship”. State borders like the customs 
are spaces where those who do not ‘belong’ are separated from those who are ‘socially 
included’; everyone must produce the right papers and look or act what is socially 
accepted. If  geographical borders cannot be divorced from the integrity of  ‘home’, then 
the boundaries between gendered bodies raise the specter of  not being ‘at home’ in one’s 
body (Aizura 2006, p. 289).

3.1 Rites of  Passages of  Transsexuals Sex workers (Full Transformation)

3.1.1 Liminality in Discriminated Occupational Opportunities

The study discovered that the subjects living in Thailand have ages ranging from 17 
to 37. Nine had obtained high school education or higher, while the majority had quit 
school at grade nine or lower. Many of  them wished to have a female physical identity 
since childhood. However, they tried to avoid showing gender-bending behaviors to their 
families. The general characteristics of  their families and the ways they have been raised 
do not differ from practices of  other families in general. 

Many transsexuals, often labeled as ladyboys or kathoey, are forced into periodical working 
as sex workers in the sex industry in order to pay for their Vaginoplasty operations and 
to fend for their basic living needs such as house rent and food. This industry also offers 
these kathoeys the potential of  obtaining greater income than those offered by mainstream 
industries. Some kathoeys deliberately entered the sex trade as a route to a better standard 
of  living. Performing the female role when engaging with paying customers is often seen 
by a kathoey as confirmation of  their femininity. “Incidentally, the heavy involvement of  
kathoeys in sex works is nowadays reflected in the plethora of  pornographic websites 
displaying Thai ‘ladyboys’; and these sites are almost always owned and operated by 
Westerners” (Preecha MD and Prayuth, 2004, p. 1403).
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“Within the workplace, kathoeys have also frequently suffered implicit and explicit 
discrimination both by employers and other staff ” (Preecha MD and Prayuth, 2004, 
p. 1403). Some do manage to make themselves successful in business but many find 
themselves edged out of  the mainstream jobs associated both with male and stereotypically 
female professions. Prejudice often causes them to be marginalized and ostracized by 
others, and this marginalization often forces them into sex trade. 

3.1.2 Mama-Contract’s Recruitment Practices on Gender and Sexual Identity

It is hard to distinguish Transsexuals or ladyboys from naturally-born women; though 
some pundits reveal some key characteristics such as “their height [bearing in mind that 
most Thai women are very petite so a ladyboy can appear in the same height as a western 
woman rather than a western man], signs of  an adam’s apple, the shape and size of  wrists 
and hands” (Totman, 2003, pp. 147), muscular shoulders and arms, and a deep voice.
The working life of  the transsexuals depended on their statuses and the nature of  
the employment they are involved in. The employment opportunities and subsequent 
progression within their chosen field are more limited than those of  natural males and 
females, especially those working for private companies and the public sector. Superiors 
and employees in the latter types of  employment do not easily accept the presence of  
transsexuals despite their tendency to work harder to fit in and become more useful 
employees. The most crucial aspect to be addressed regarding the transsexuals in 
employment is discrimination. 

Transsexuals need understanding, acceptance, justice and a positive attitude from society 
and from colleagues they work with. Currently, most members of  the Thai society have 
not fully absorbed and understood these sexual dimensions, especially gender dimensions. 
One interviewee  explained her experience of  discrimination in employment outside the 
sex industry as the followings .

“I experienced discrimination during a job application at a factory in Bangkok. 
When I submitted my identity card with a title of  “Mr,” one employer shouted at 
me, ‘Hey Toot (faggot) Get Out’. People think I have mental problems, of  being a 
‘kathoey’. They didn’t accept me for the job not because of  my abilities but because 
of  my gender identity. 

I then decided to go to where most transsexuals are welcomed, like the cabaret 
shows. Pattaya is really the place for us; we get respect as we attract tourists to visit 
Pattaya” (Yai, 30 year-old, an artiste or dancer in Pattaya).

Cabaret performing is among many dream careers for many transsexuals. This certain 
job has encouraged them to behave in a perfectly hyper-feminine manner which leads 
to their transformation into becoming professional transsexuals. Most artists perform 
on stage until  around 11.00 pm and are then free to socialize with tourists. Some of  the 
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respondents revealed that they were searching for good opportunities to go out with sex 
tourists (selling sex with the prices vary from 2,000 to 5,000 baht per night). The most 
attractive artist can earn extra money from tips from tourists who take their photos in 
front of  the theatre. All these earnings will be collected and shared with other artistes, 
especially those who are unable to perform, the old and the unattractive ones. A photo 
with a single transsexual costs tourists around 40 baht. Yet tourists usually pay more 
than the average price. An earning of  100 to 500 Thai Baht per photo is a common 
occurrence.

Many respondents reported a feeling of  insecurity in terms of  comparing their work 
with mainstream jobs as they have experienced discrimination in many aspects. One 
respondent felt insecure to co-exist with straight people in the university. She was looking 
for advice from her (transgender) lecturer during the time she was studying. Finally, she 
decided to quit her studies to undergo Vaginoplasty operation in order to become a 
transsexual (full transformation).

“It was a very confusing period when I was in the final year of  my bachelor degree 
studies. At that time, I had long hair and breasts. I wore skirts in the university. I 
was afraid of  what would happen to me being kathoey in this university. I decided 
to talk to a lecturer who was also a kathoey when I had problems dealing with my 
gender identity and studies.

Once, I heard from my close friend that this teacher knew someone who could 
help me  make my dream come true. This person proposed the financial support 
for a sex-change operation but with a trade off  which is to provide sexual services 
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. I took three days me decide and finally I accepted 
it. What was my reason to accept this proposal? I was not happy to live with the 
straight people in the university. I wanted to be what I was born to be……I was 
born to be a kathoey” (Nok, 26 year old, an artiste in Pattaya).

When they were asked about how they came to be involved in the sex industry, many of  
them said the sex industry offered more opportunities for a better life. 

“It was the only job offered to me after I had completed the sex-change operation. 
I worked for a few years in Amsterdam’s Red Light District until I was able to pay 
back all my debts s. I still carried on with this job after I returned to Thailand. I 
needed the money to maintain this anatomy. When people ask how many times 
I undergone operations…I usually say at least two (smiling)” (Nok, 26 year-old 
artiste in Pattaya).

Most respondents shared that they regularly need a huge sum of  money to maintain 
their new physical look and built. Well-known problems after the surgical operations 
could always occur and the cost is usually unimaginable. Many of  them experience some 
unsatisfactory outcomes after surgery, which have to be undone. There will then be a 
period of  recovery before the normal procedure can be re-applied, and many surgeons 
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reveal that the corrections are usually more difficult to accomplish than the original 
surgery (Preecha MD, 2004). 

One of  these unsatisfied customers is Nira, a 32 year-old sex worker in Patpong, who 
had to have her silicone breasts removed when the size and shape did not turn out right 
just three years after a series of  surgeries. She said that many of  her transsexual friends 
experienced unsatisfactory post-operation results but some did not have the money 
to correct them. Thus, selling sexual service is one way to augment finances for their 
corrective surgeries.

Tina is the most senior in a group of  the transsexual sex workers. She has had surgeries 
three times in a span of  ten years. Her female genital has undergone operations with 
different surgeons. She undergoes the required regular health check and its specific 
treatments. She pays more to maintain her new physical anatomy. She reveals that the 
long-term side effects after surgeries can worsen as she aged. This fact has persuaded her 
to become a long-term patient; requiring lifetime medical treatments in order to maintain 
her best health condition. 

In this regard, an important question surfaced. How do kathoeys support themselves 
and their families in light of  employment difficulties? Occasionally, they would find 
employment in a stereotypically set of  female jobs such as hairdressers, shop assistants 
or waitress. Many of  them find their way into the cabaret shows as the dancers wearing 
flamboyant costumes in family-oriented shows. As for the respondents who have been 
working in the Thailand’s sex tourism, all of  them typically send their remitances on 
a monthly basis in amounts ranging between 2,000 and 5,000 baht. As for the Thai 
transsexual sex workers who tried to seek for greener pastures in the Netherlands, all 
shared that they normally send amounts ranging between 50,000 and 100,000 baht back 
to their homes in Thailand. Some transsexuals are lucky to have started their own small 
businesses, like a floral shop or market stall, after returning to Thailand.

3.2 Gold Rush Abroad: Thai Kathoeys Turning Globetrotters

Kartin Vogel (2009) points out that migration to Europe enables transformistas (Venezuelan 
version of  Thai kathoeys) to invert the sexual minority’s situation in Venezuela.

“Transformistas uphold the binary gender-system rather than contesting it since they 
depart from core gender identities when embodying feminine qualities in order to seduce 
masculine men” (Vogel, 2009, p. 737). Similarly, as revealed by the Thai respondents, 
many transsexuals breakdown the gender dichotomy by mixing and matching or even 
diversifying their sexual practices to become a effective sexual service providers in 
European sex market, particularly in Amsterdam’s Red Light District, The Netherlands.
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The author has discovered some of  these Thai transsexuals who went on to join the 
“Gold Rush” for big money in Amsterdam’s Red Light District during the past six years. 
Kelly, for example, is a 40 year-old Thai male-to-female transsexual who runs a club in 
De Wallen, Amsterdam’s Red Light District. After being informed of  the purpose of  this 
research, Kelly allowed a series of  in-depth interviews with her 25 Thai male-to-female 
transsexual employees. Kelly is a senior transsexual who has been working in Amsterdam 
for more than 20 years. It was difficult to notice her transsexualism as she looked like a 
perfect woman. Kelly explains that she received her sex re-assignment surgery when she 
was 17, and she believes that she did not undergo the phase of  “being a mature man”. 
She revealed that she jumped from being a boy to being a woman. She believes that this 
fact allowed her to resemble into a woman in a more perfectly way than the other more 
mature transsexuals who had sex-change operations. She adds that her Vaginoplasty 
operation was funded by a Dutch agency. They made a deal with her. She had to pay off  
her debts by providing sexual services for three years in Amsterdam. After the contract 
ended, she continued to work in Amsterdam again with the hope of  changing her sexual 
status into “Miss”, which is not normally allowed by the Thai law. 

Kelly explains that the male personality indicated in her passport had been bothering her 
all her life. She explained that the conflict between her feminine appearance and passport 
information increased the possibility of  her being refused entry to a destination country, 
and could even open chances of  her suffering the indignity of  anatomical inspection at 
immigration offices. Presently, Kelly has changed the male status on her Dutch passport 
into “Miss,” which is allowed by the Dutch law. (The Dutch law allows immigrants and 
foreigners to apply for Dutch passports after certain requirements had been fulfilled.) 
She is proud of  her new title. This was evident when she would always present her 
passport several times during the four weeks of  interviews at her club.

Another narrative is the exploitation case of  Prim, a Thai transsexual whose reason to 
travel to Amsterdam was different from other respondents. Prim traveled to Amsterdam 
with the help of  her Dutch lover who later became her pimp. Prim met him during his 
holiday in Pattaya where she was working as a waitress. Her lover invited her to meet 
his family in Amsterdam. As soon as she arrived in Amsterdam, the customers were 
queuing up for her sexual services, as arranged by her Dutch lover. Since then, her lover 
kept her passport and convinced her that she needed him to renew her visa, and thus 
she could not run away from him. A few Dutch customers already offered her help to 
escape from her lover during the first year of  her ‘job’. She was too afraid of  him, and 
she was more scared that she might run into an even worse situation outside. After two 
years, she gathered the courage and strength to ask help from Kelly to free her from her 
Dutch lover.
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Prim needed 15,000 Euros as a quick cash to trade with her passport, and Prim promised 
to pay back this amount to Kelly over two years of  working in her club. Prim shared 
about her new life at Kelly’s place, the Butterfly Club: “Thai transsexuals usually live together 
here to feel empowered...It’s not easy to work in a foreign country without connections with groups with 
senior peers.”

Prim explained that although sex work is considered legal in the Netherlands, this status 
does not apply to the immigrant Thai sex workers. Legal sex workers often stand at the 
windows in slightly darkened rooms waiting for customers. The bed is located behind 
the room and the light is turned off  when they are entertaining their customers. Sex 
workers who work under legal conditions are mainly Dutch and some immigrants 
from the Eastern European countries. Although the way that the sex trade functions in 
Amsterdam provides safe conditions for the sex workers as they do not need to go out 
with tourists as they do in Thailand. 

They reveled that the rental cost for a windowed room is very costly. Most Thai sex 
workers cannot afford to operate this way without Dutch agency sponsorships since a 
“European Union Passport” is required to rent one windowed room. Thai sex workers 
are likely to be gathering in a well-known and advertised place. Interestingly, the author 
discovered an advertisement of  a club of  Thai sex workers and tried to enquire in Thai 
language. She found out that none of  the sex workers was a Thai. Sex workers in that 
particular club came from other Asian countries. This shows that European tourists 
imagine ‘Thais’ as the race of  which provide premium sexual fantasies. Moreover, these 
tourists are unable to distinguish between the Thais and other Asian countries’ citizens.  
Luk Ked, a 20 year-old with a year of  experience as a sex worker, is a transsexual who 
joined the gold rush in the Netherlands with the help of  senior kathoeys working as 
managers for the Thai transsexual Club called The “Butterfly” located in the Red Light 
District.

“I’m just lucky…I knew the right person who could help me to get a job. Some 
Thai sex workers get cheated by mafias or gangsters abroad. 

I’ve learned a lot from my senior. At least, I know how kathoeys look like after 
reaching 35 years old. We need a lot of  money to maintain this body and to cope 
with all the consequences and problems when we get older.”

            
Kae, 29 year old, who has a few months of  sex work experience, reported that she joined 
the Gold Rush in several countries such as Germany, the Netherlands, Singapore, etc. 
However, Kae went to work abroad temporarily only during low [tourism] seasons.

“I go to these countries through ‘mae tact’ (contract) for a short period (2-3 months). 
I prefer to work in Thailand, because nowhere else is better than home. But then 
there are fewer tourists in the low seasons. I earn 200,000 to 500,000 baht per work 
trip abroad. Then I send half  of  my earnings back home.”
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Based on the Buddhist understanding, many of  the respondents viewed the life of  
transsexual as a life of  punishment. They usually explained that their lives are hanging on 
the margins of  society, and the fact that they could not marry and have kids often make 
them emotionally sensitive. Their relationships are usually affected by this emotional 
sensitivity. This prevented them from sustaining a lasting and stable relationship as a 
couple with their ‘lovers.’ They usually see themselves as prisoners under a dire sentence 
from which there can be no remission in this life. The only glimmering light of  redemption 
can only be achieved in the next life. This might be one of  the many reasons why all 
of  the respondents send remittances to their homes to support their family members, 
members of  society, and even donate money to temples. This is their way of  gaining 
more merit and hope for the better position in the next life. The other explanation is that 
the remittance sent back home was a means to negotiate for societal acceptance. This is 
a statement of  opening oneself  to society after a long arduous time of  hard work in the 
foreign lands.  

Although majority of  the respondents are satisfied with their earning, they still complain 
about the difficulties of  working in a foreign country. Majority of  the respondents 
expressed feelings about their working life in Amsterdam Red Light District:

“It was not easy working abroad especially in sex industry; I feek insecure, lonely and 
it was difficult if  I get sick or get into trouble there” (Kae, 29 year-old transsexual 
sex worker in the Netherlands).

Statements like this imply that working abroad do not assure of  the “Gold Rush” life 
abroad. Indeed, the migratory Thai transsexual sex workers were experiencing poor 
working conditions and working without the protection of  any labor laws.

Despite the apparently rather successful attempt for a Gold Rush, these sex workers 
were still facing a different kind of  liminality in the foreign lands. The liminality arises 
when the success to attract male clients is clearly declining when the new fresh sex 
workers arrive. As conceptualized by Vogel (2006, p. 38) as two strategies to face this 
liminality, Thai sex workers also follow the similar strategies. First, these sex workers 
must continuously refine their feminine beauty through expensive cosmetics procedures. 
Luk Ked, the 20-year old, for example, states her constant need for funds to maintain her 
feminine beauty as she is aware of  the ill-effects of  aging. Kae, the 29 year-old, uses the 
second strategy called peripatetic migration (Vogel, 2006, p. 38) through working under 
short-term contracts (2 to 3 months) with mae tact (mother contract, mama-san) to move 
around several countries including her homeland.
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4. Conclusion : Rites of  Passage of  Kathoeys into Globetrotting Beauties

Although Thai society has apparently got used to the reality of  transsexuals as “Third 
Gender”, inequality still persists. Transsexuals actually face many hardships in terms of  
realizing education, travel, marriage, employment, and other major aspects of  life. Many of  
these problems stem from the fact that transsexuals appear as females amidst documents 
revealing them as legally male. Presently, these transsexuals have limited employment 
prospects and find themselves channeled into the industries of  entertainment and sex 
work. These are the rites of  passage they choose to traverse ways of  changing their status 
‘at home’ in Thailand. Troubles with their families, migration to other places and bodily 
transformation lead them into various forms of  liminality: ironically the achievement of  
perfect femininity produces and insurmountable hiatus between their beauties and their 
male official identity.

One important fact signifies the apparent free-choice perspective of  the majority of  Thai 
transsexuals who have experienced job discrimination in their homeland and turn to 
seeking for greener pastures abroad. Transsexuals’ engagement with sex work, despite its 
negative implications, means economic autonomy, freedom to experience sexuality, and 
non-conformity with sex/gender norms (Vogel, 2006, p. 382). Furthermore, remittances 
sent back to Thailand is their way to “purchase” the full right to sexual and gender 
autonomy within their families and communities. By providing financial support, they are 
able to ‘buy’ a space for queer sexual autonomy within a hetero-normative culture where 
in family ties remain central to queer identity and sense of  self-worth” (Witchayanee 
cited in Jackson 2011, pp. 202). However, the migratory Thai transsexual sex workers 
still experience poor working conditions and are not protected by any labor laws. Their 
strategies of  facing decreasing incomes, due to regular maintenance of  feminine beauty 
and peripatetic migration, have created another kind of  liminality abroad. Their life paths 
thus resemble a search for identity, a kind of  “neither here nor there” (Vogel, 2006, p. 
382), and an attempt to transcend durational time.

Before they migrate to other places, to shrug off  their ‘liminal’ status with associated 
marginalization and discrimination, these transsexuals were just like other Thais of  similar 
economic background. They were stigmatized due to their sexual identity and gender.
Now a part of  the globetrotter segments in their society, they remit quite a high amount 
of  cash back to their families at home. Thus they can ‘negotiate’ their previously liminal 
status at home vis-à-vis those surrounding their native lives. 

In the backdrop of  these quiet but real stories, the decision of  the UN Human Rights 
Council to pass a historical resolution that seeks equal rights for all regardless of  
sexual orientation on 17 June 2011 is just a drop of  morning dew in a thick forest of  
marginalization and discrimination. The resolution “affirms that all human beings are 
born free and equal in dignity and rights and that everyone is entitled to all the rights 
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and freedoms ... without distinction of  any kind” (The Universal Declaration of  Human 
Rights 1979, article 27(1)). “It also commissions a study on discriminatory laws and 
violence against individuals based on their sexual orientation and gender identity” (Straits 
Times, 2011). Given the dark stories of  the colorful lives of  the globetrotting hyper-
feminine Thai transsexual sex workers, this is arguably a rather modest mark of  progress 
in attempts to end the rampant discrimination, marginalization, or violence against those 
with different sexual orientations and gender identities. 
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ENDNOTES

1 ‘The term ‘transgender’ is widely used to encompass transsexual people, cross-dressers or 
 intersex’(Tirohl, 2007, p. 287) : ‘to described those who do not conform to the expected  
 roles of  either male or female’ (Chau and Herring 2002, p.333). 

2 ‘Transvestite’ is usually a heterosexual men who dress as  they think women dress, and who 
 are out in the open about doing such a deed. 

3 Transsexual (MTF) is a male-to-female transgender who have had full sex  reassignment 
 surgery to be a full female (outwardly appearing).

4 ‘Human beings whose biological sex cannot be classified as clearly male or female’ (Money 
 and Ehrhardt, 1972; Domurat D.A. 2001).
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